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SUNHOUSE BRANCH

ACT I: 1. Credits/2. Kaspar Hauser/3. Wrath/4. Cold 
Lessons/5. Glass Hearted/6. Heart of Glass/7. 
Lessons in Darkness/8. Wrath of God/9. The Enigma 
of Kaspar Hauser

INTERMEZZO: 10. Magic Box 4-5-6/11. You Can Wait

FINALE: 12. Kaspar Hauser 2/13. Each (Wrath II)/14. Northern Star 
(segue) Glass Hearted (reprise)/ 15. Kaspar Hauser (reprise)/16. 
Personal Mythology (La Musique Naïve)
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ACT I: Credits/Kaspar Hauser/Wrath/Cold Lessons/Glass 
Hearted/Heart of Glass*/Lessons in Darkness*/Wrath of 
God*/The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser*

INTERMEZZO: Magic Box 4-5-6/You Can Wait

FINALE: Kaspar Hauser 2/Each (Wrath II)/Northern Star/Glass Hearted 
(reprise)/ Kaspar Hauser (reprise)/Personal Mythology* (La Musique 
Naïve**)

SUNHOUSE BRANCH: Cinema

all songs written and arranged by Cody Weathers or *Cat Mayhugh/Cody Weathers, 
(c)(p)2009, all rights reserved.  La Musique Naïve written and arranged by Cat 
Mayhugh/Cara, Hadley, and Cody Weathers, (c)(p)2009 all rights reserved

Sunhouse Branch is:
Blaise Joule: Vocals, Guitar
Cecelia Valentine: Guitar, Keyboards, Vocals
David A. Kelmscott: Bass, Vocals
Elementary Penguin: Drums

Additional Musicians:
Cody Weathers: singing and instruments
Cara Weathers: vocals, percussion, keyboard, ukelele , harmonica on **
Hadley Weathers: vocals, percussion, keyboard, ukelele, harmonica on **
Mob Vocals: Eli Castillo, Siri Harding, John Keith, Elise McIntosh

Produced by Cat Mayhugh and Cody Weathers
Engineered, Mixed and Mastered by Cody Weathers
Album concept by Cat Mayhugh
Cover art by Cat Mayhugh

Kaspar Hauser
Wrath
Cold Lessons
Glass Hearted
Heart of Glass*
Lessons in Darkness*
Wrath of God*
The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser*
Magic Box 4-5-6
You Can Wait
Kaspar II
Each
Northern Star/Glass-Hearted
Kaspar (reprise)
Personal Mythology*/La 
Musique Naive**
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Credits
Kaspar Hauser
Wrath
Cold Lessons
Glass Hearted
Heart of Glass*
Lessons in Darkness*
Wrath of God*
The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser*
Magic Box 4-5-6
You Can Wait
Kaspar II
Each
Northern Star/Glass-Hearted
Kaspar Hauser (reprise)
Personal Mythology*/La Musique 
Naive**
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Alternate margin

Kaspar Hauser
Wrath
Cold Lessons
Glass Hearted
Heart of Glass*
Lessons in Darkness*
Wrath of God*
The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser*
Magic Box 4-5-6
You Can Wait
Kaspar II
Each
Northern Star/Glass-Hearted
Kaspar Hauser  (reprise)
Personal Mythology*/La 
Musique Naive**

ACT I: Credits/Kaspar Hauser/Wrath/Cold Lessons/Glass 
Hearted/Heart of Glass*/Lessons in Darkness*/Aguirre: 
Wrath*/The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser*

INTERMEZZO: Magic Box 4-5-6/You Can Wait

FINALE: Kaspar Hauser 2/Each (Wrath II)/Northern Star (segue) Glass 
Hearted (reprise)/ Kaspar Hauser (reprise)/Personal Mythology* (La 
Musique Naïve**)

SUNHOUSE BRANCH: Cinema

all songs written and arranged by Cody Weathers or *Cat Mayhugh/Cody Weathers, 
(c)(p)2009, all rights reserved.  La Musique Naïve written and arranged by Cat 
Mayhugh/Cara, Hadley, and Cody Weathers, (c)(p)2009, all rights reserved

Sunhouse Branch is:
Blaise Joule: Vocals, Guitar
Cecelia Valentine: Guitar, Keyboards, Vocals
David A. Kelmscott: Bass, Vocals
Elementary Penguin: Drums

Additional Musicians:
Cody Weathers: singing and instruments
Cara Weathers: vocals, percussion, keyboard, ukelele on **
Hadley Weathers: vocals, percussion, keyboard, ukelele on **
Mob Vocals: Eli Castillo, Siri Harding, John Keith, Elise McIntosh

Produced by Cat Mayhugh and Cody Weathers
Engineered, Mixed and Mastered by Cody Weathers
Album concept by Cat Mayhugh
Cover art by Cat Mayhugh
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Les Notes du Monsieur Mayhugh, Commencé:

The world is hungry for new images.  The world is hungry for ecstatic truths.  Or…at least I hope 
that this is true.  Instead, I’m afraid, we as a species tend to get bogged down in the biological 
imperatives that have dictated our survival since the beginning of life.   Eat, sleep, procreate.   
Hmm…is there more?  How much have we, as a species, actually changed in the last thousand 
years?

Well, quite a bit…in a way.

New emergent technologies now, gradually and inevitably, are being integrated into these 
tradition-laden organic systems.  The prospect is both promising and terrifying.  I’m not sure we 
will make it work, but there seems to be no going back.  

Art, as a profession, is a meaningless and ridiculous endeavor in the framework of survival.  
Perhaps it aids in mating…but what else?  And is art as a seductive tool any more sensible than 
female swallows selecting for males with large tails?  No.  But art is mystical, art is cerebral and 
spiritual.  Art is part of the answer to, “why do we exist?” even if it is a partial and incomplete 
answer.

Enter Werner Herzog…or perhaps more importantly, as far as my own small universe is 
concerned (and reader, you have entered a very small and personal universe, indeed)  enter Cody 
Weathers.  Ten years ago, Cody forced me to watch Aguirre, the Wrath of God.  Cody and I have 
collaborated, in one way or another, for close to 20 years (music, film, photography, and yes, even 
lab partners back in Chemistry).  And so, I watched Aguirre.  And I hated it.  Hated it so much 
that I went out of my way to find every Werner Herzog film I could get my hands on and watch 
each of them.  I’ve only hated and loved one other artist as much, and that’s Bresson.

Ten years later and I think I’ve seen just about every Herzog film that is readily available to view.  
The man is a genius—and there are but a handful of artists (in any medium) who I can say I 
admire as much.  Far from flawless, it’s Herzog’s passion that distinguishes him. 

And specifically, it’s his passion to both expand the medium, but also, to seek out redemption and 
humanity in the most remote and bizarre nooks that distinguishes Herzog’s films (and sometimes, 
there is no redemption, although there is always ecstatic redemption in the crafting of another 
beautiful film).

(les notes du Monsieur Weathers, continué....)
and having him on board is like having a navigator after so many solo voyages: it just makes steering the ship that much 

easier.

The idea was simple, but as with so many artistic journeys, the execution has proven less than simple.

Then he comes back with his premise: "let’s do an album based on the films of Herzog."  The proposal confused me, 

since I knew that he was similarly affected by Herzog's films --namely I thought we both agreed not to watch those 

anymore.  But he just wouldn't let go of it, calling me drunk and screaming "Herzog!  Herzog!" until I relented.

And specifically it’s his passion to both expand the medium, but also, to seek out redemption and humanity in the most 

remote and bizarre nooks that distinguishes Cat's ideas from those of other collaborators (yet sometimes it feels there is 

no redemption, although there is always ecstatic redemption in the crafting of another lucrative album).

But my problem remained that Cat had seen just about every Herzog film that is readily available to view, and even 

some that are only available on 8mm in the German archive.  The man is driven, and frankly, I'm completely yang to that 

ying --the more he encouraged me to research, the more I resisted devoting three evenings to watching the additional 

films he cited in his lyrics. 

Ten years ago, I forced him to watch Aguirre, the Wrath of God.  And I hated it.  Hated it so much that I went out of my 

way to look up every Werner Herzog film ever made and write them down on a list to specifically avoid.  There was no 

freaking way I was watching them, even if it meant constructing a second elaborate ruse to deceive Cat.  So I told him all 

kinds of lies.  I picked up on his cues and I fed his enthusiasms a steady diet of baloney for the past two years.  I've 

alternately claimed to be writing in a "hypna-gogo" trance, interviewing POWs, temporarily lobotomizing myself, and 

unlearning my social cues while building a transcontinental steamboat.  It's been a very meaningless and ridiculous 

endeavor, I'll tell you what.

I got into rock music to get girls.  I wanted to meet cute girls and have something interesting to say.  I wanted a tool of 

seduction to augment my normal strategy of unflinching tall tales.  Will this album make my wife a little extra zesty?  No.  

She is utterly mystified by my participation in this overly-cerebral affair.  "Why are you doing this?" she questions.  And I 

can't even summon a partial answer to that.

Fortunately for me, new recording technologies have integrated themselves into the traditional writer's toolkit, and I was 

able to phone my part of this in easier than ever before and move on to other, more personal projects that will hopefully 

get the missus all weak in the knees once again.  The prospect of listening to the final mix is both promising and 

terrifying.  I’m not sure we made it work, but there's no going back.

Well, not much, anyway.

The world is hungry for new sounds.  The world is desperate for ecstatic ideas.  Or…at least I wish that were true.  

Instead, I’m afraid, we as a species tend to get bogged down in our daily lives, and ultimately lose sight of our abstract 

intellectual pursuits in favor of the biological imperatives that have dictated our survival since the beginning of life.   East, 

sleep, diddle each other.   For so many of us, that's the passage of time.  We can only hope that in some unfolding 

increment or dazzling sequence of sprints between dormancy, our collective consciousness can embrace something 

new in this, the next thousand years.
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Les Notes du Monsieur Weathers, Commencé:
I'm glad this thing is over, and I can get back to eating fried-egg bacon cheeseburgers, taking naps, and pestering 

the nasty out of my better half.  I'm freakin' exhausted, tell you what.  I'm not even sure what the thing's about 

anymore.

It's easiest to talk about how we manufactured the performances this time out, seeing as how the musicians 

wanted nothing to do with us.  Contrary to popular gallophobic belief, it's actually quite difficult to trick the French.  

Having written the score, we constructed an elaborate cover story that it was "the book" for an upcoming 

experimental Broadway Musical "Herzog Follies: Saving One Bullet For Myself."  We had theatrical agents contact 

each of the players independently and arrange for them to "audition."  It was of the utmost importance that their 

suspicions not be aroused by an overly-ambitious first day, so we invited them to a callback and then a final 

callback, wherein we harvested the trap.  At that final callback, we queued up a click track [a recorded 

metronome] and had each of the musicians sight-read [play written music without prior rehearsal or knowledge of 

the music] their entire continuous part from the score.  Keep in mind, this score makes extensive use of odd- and 

mixed-meters [unusual cycles of underlying "heartbeats" instead of the standard 4 or 3 beats per "sentence"] and 

metric modulation [changes in underlying, rather than overlaying speed].  As if that weren't difficult enough, Cat 

insisted that the players be hypnotized.  Apparently that's something in "Heart of Glass."  I didn't want to admit that 

I hadn't seen the film, so I championed the idea --mostly because I was pretty sure that nobody on the floor was 

actually capable of inducing proper hypnosis and it wouldn't matter anyway.  Of course, I didn't count on 

Elementary Penguin being so into altered consciousness to begin with, and his own enthusiastic para-ursine 

grappling fixation.  That was a freaky day, and one I'll not soon choose to repeat.  And remember, Cat and I had to 

hide behind mirrored glass, so I was reduced to helplessly watching this display of what I would normally call 

highly-delusional writhing, just hoping it wouldn't end with somebody incapacitated.  Fortunately, these guys are 

waaaaaaaay better players than we had any right to expect, and somehow, they all got through it and I was able 

to synchronize all the parts together later and make something reasonably cohesive.  Oh yeah, then we called 

them all back and said that they didn't get the gig.  But they totally would have if it had been a real show.  Mission 

accomplished, say I, and all great men before me.

The lyrics were a pain in the ass.  I really wanted to avoid watching the films that Cat suggested, but he kept 

pressuring me to thematically unify our ideas.  So it was either watch the films or lie to my collaborator.  And as 

Kaptain Karl says, ultimately art is a lie baby, so in that light, I think I was all but ethically obligated to go ahead 

and fib in order to leave the artistic fiber of our emerging work unruptured.  For the most part, I just stole key words 

from his songs and masked my style under the broad header of "songs inspired by...."  I mean, it's not like I 

haven't pulled the same trick before (see Flame Cow: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack).  Somehow, I 

convinced him I was legit, and just wrote whatever I was able to.  Musically, I was very excited by the idea of 

structuring the song cycle as a mirror image of modular concepts and utilizing odd- and mixed-meter exclusively 

with a real hard rock edge.  That's probably not particularly resonant to Herzog's naturalistic ideals, but I have 

trouble getting into his thing, so, you know, it's open to interpretation.

When I first called Cat about doing a second Sunhouse Branch album, I mostly just wanted him to write some 

more lyrics so I could escape my rut.  You know, it was nice last time to have a solid piece of wordcraft like 

"Absinthe Drinkers" in your hand rather than have to piece every little thing together.  He does his thing, I do mine, 

(les notes du Monsieur Mayhugh, coninué....)
In 2002 I approached Cody with a simple premise—let’s do an album based on the films of Herzog.  I 
knew that he was similarly affected by the films and I thought the project made sense.  My original plan 
was to make the album and show up at the Aspen film festival drunk and wildly yelling, “Herzog! 
Herzog!” (I still think Werner would have enjoyed the frenzied Kinski-esque confrontation…especially as 
it would end with me handing him an album of music based on his films, but we all get older and wiser).  

The idea was simple, but as with so many artistic journeys, the execution has proven less than simple.

Hot off of our success with Sunhouse Branch, the plan was that I would write a series of lyrics, Cody 
would provide the music, and we would figure out a way to produce the album.  Lyrically, I approached 
the pieces using imagery almost entirely lifted from Herzog or Blake.  All of the poems pose the same 
question, “Who’s steering the ship?”  And in a very real way (straight from Herzog’s jungle film 
Fitzcarraldo), the answer is that nobody is, and we’re headed straight towards murderous rapids and 
waterfalls.  Science and technology allow us to drag ships over mountains, but it’s our mystical 
tendencies that cut loose those ship to satisfy angry spirits.  Will we survive?

The lyrics were fairly simple.  I wrote the four core songs in about two months.  Getting the music, 
together, however, has proven a much more daunting task.  Cody stalled on the project (apparently 
writing and re-writing for over three years).  Eventually, he produced counter-lyrics to my lyrics, and we 
agreed to use those lyrics as additional songs.  In the meantime, I wrote a small, experimental song about 
love (which has also been included, and is counterpointed with his own lyrical equivalent).

In the end, Cody decided not to use any of the music he produced (which, by his accounts, could 
seemingly be used to write several Mahleresque symphonies and or musicals).  Instead, he proposed 
(and I accepted) and alternate compositional and recording method.  Using the same musicians that we 
had employed for Sunhouse Branch, the musicians were brought it, one by one, and given one part from 
one of Cody’s many musical thoughts, to sight read.  Cody insisted, and I consented, that it was 
imperative that none of the musicians communicate with each other.  He also insisted that we hypnotize 
each of the players to produce performances devoid of any musical affect (which has not been easy as 
neither of us are particularly good at hypnotizing people—we conceded in the case of the percusssionist 
by letting him “wrestle” with an imaginary bear for an hour and then performing the part).  The 
performances, once produced, have then been “stiched” together to synthesize what Cody calls an 
“Edited Cinematic Polyphonic Score.” 

And so, another two years have passed in this elaborate process.  As we near the end of the project I have 
to admit that I’ve enjoyed it, despite delays, as I’m sure has Cody.  “Eat, sleep, procreate” is little more 
than process, and artistic process, despite sometime lacking a distant attractor to guide it, is one of the 
more enjoyable tasks to set oneself on.
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